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"Don't Piss Down My Back and Tell Me It's Raining"

Pulling out of a Loves Truck Stop, on my way to Pendleton, Oregon to pick up a motor-
cycle (my decision to quit riding lasted 28 days), I lost the signal for a podcast I was 
listing to and had to settle for a half/hour of NPR lies, delivered-up in a sing-song voice.

I arrived at my friend's house numb, more than that, mummified by a realization that 
the world out there that I assumed to be ignorant, and maybe would be made right by 
presenting the facts, has crossed the line from ignorance into a realm of malfeasance. 

The NPR subject was Ukraine, and, as with RussiaGate, not a single thing was spo-
ken that raised a question or clarified Putin's motivation about what led-up to the inva-
sion. This morning, heading home, I tuned into NPR again, with commercials urging 
that we 'do our share' and get 'vaccinated' and a non-discussion about 'free speech'.

I don't listen to corporate news, but, once in a while it helps with 'knowing the 
enemy'. This morning they presented their template for dealing with 'inalienable rights', 
as guaranteed in the Bill of Rights—starting out with platitudes supporting 'free 
speech', then indecorously shifting to why 'free speech' needs restricted—globally. 

'Free speech' restrictions, mandated globally, avoiding the Bill of Rights, are being 
proposed by the likes of Jacinda Ardern, the New Zealand PM, who earlier dictated a 
full-tilt lockdown of her island nation, which, like Australia, resulted in a sweeping Covid 
plague. Clinging to power, she now foments for global 'misinformation' speech bans—
forgetting that her 'irrational' shut-down of NZ destroyed an economy, while promoting 
shortened, compromised lives, and possible death for 'vaccinated' young children.
 Ardern, a protégée of Klaus Schwab, abides in the 'evil' camp with Klaus protege, 
Ursula von der Leyen, unelected President of the European Commission, as shown in 
her State of Union speech: “Let us be very clear—much is at stake. Not just for 
Ukraine, but for all of Europe and the world at large. This is not only a war unleashed 
by Russia against Ukraine, this is also a war on our energy. It’s a war on our economy. 
It’s a war on our values. It’s a war on our future. This is autocracy against democracy."

Ursula, like Jacinda (who cares, not at all, for the will of her people), says right out 
that she will support Ukraine no matter what citizens of the EU have to say about it. 
German Chancellor Scholz is of the same mind—the UKR decision has been made.

The West runs on lies. It's now reported that Russia was willing to stop at the Don-
bas and make peace, but Boris Johnson, a US puppet, scuttled that. So, there will be 



no peace and Russian has taken expected but hastened steps, for reserve mobiliza-
tion, and referendums in 4 UKR regions that voted 87, 93, 97, and 99% to join Russia.

It happens now because the game is changing as it becomes apparent that this is a 
war is between Russia and the entire West, which is betting everything on Ukraine and 
committing most of its hardware to the fight. At stake: if Ukraine wins, Russia is set 
back decades, but if Ukraine loses, there is no Ukraine, no NATO, and no dollar.

With Russian mobilization, Ukraine and NATO stand no chance because NATO has 
already 'shot its wad', depleting its military hardware to levels of anxiety. As for Russia, 
assimilating these regions into the Russian Federation assures that they will be pro-
tected under the Russian Constitution and defended at all costs as part of Russia. 

Russian mobilization was needed when it became apparent that dollars, equipment, 
and intelligence, mainly from the US, flowed seemingly without end, making the SMO 
(Special Military Operation), no longer practical. Instead, Russia needed to defend 
these regions, mainly populated by Russians, as part of the Russian Federation.

Russia has huge military reserves (25 million), much of which has combat experi-
ence. This mobilization of 300K amounts to only a small % of reserves, but makes it 
impossible for Ukraine/NATO to mount counter-offensives as all gaps in Russian troop 
lines will be filled. With a declaration of war, the gloves come off and Ukraine loses.

This time next year the war will probably be over with Ukraine having surrendered 
unconditionally. But the period between then and now is likely to be the most danger-
ous time in human history. Consider a frightful comparison: Back before Russia invad-
ed, Biden and Co., instead of negotiating, almost daily speculated on the exact mo-
ment Putin would invade Ukraine—after they themselves had perpetuated the tragedy.

Now, the talk is about Russia conducting nuclear war on the UKR/West, an assess-
ment that is at best a 'misinterpretation' of Russia's policy, and, at worse, is 'lies' meant 
to goad Russian into a nuclear 1st strike—something Russia has no intention of doing.

Today we have Nord Stream 1 and 2 set back years by underwater demolition. A 
former Polish PM praised the US for taking the action, but the propaganda impetus will 
be to do a RussiaGate and somehow sway opinion to blame Russia—even though, 
Russia had Nord Stream turned off. Blaming Russia for destroying Nord Stream is 
analogous to blaming Russia for attacking its own troops at the UKR nuclear plant.

How 'dense' must be the German Chancellor and the EU President to not see they 
are being played by the US? And how dense to assume the EU population will starve 
and freeze to death in complacency? How out of touch is EU leadership to cast this 
tragedy as a war on German energy? Putin was supplying Germany with fuel. Russia 
did not sanction the EU—the EU backed the sanctions. A war on the German econo-
my? Germany made trillions from billions on Russian NG. A war on the German 'econ-
omy', 'values', and Germany's 'future'? This gives rise to my "Outlaw Josey Wales" title.

I haven't written for days and the lies keep piling-up. I listened to some hours of 
Pharma treachery on the drive home. What's being done to the 'good docs', Peter Mc-
Cullough, Pierre Kory, and Paul Marik needs an article. The monsters who destroyed 
our economy are in league with politicians who are pushing for nuclear armageddon, 
and  inextricably tied to Pharma. They are evil that needs exposed and taken down.

Getting on my email list is my only direct link to readers: erik@neverhadaboss.com. 
For now, my articles and fiction are posted at neverhadaboss.com. Thanks for reading.    



 

 


